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NSC Cup 2

Scoring Inquiry

Request No.: 13
Course: Alpha
Race No.: 2
Posted Score: UFD (previously 2nd)
Competitor: ILCA 7 - Apprentice Master - 203545 - Akos Rigo

Scoring Inquiry:
The results of the NSC Cup were posted on Sunday afternoon (21 Nov), and per those results I have scored 2nd in ILCA 7.
Today (on 22 Nov), I have realized that my score was changed from 2nd to UFD, in retrospect. [For information only: I checked
the results again on my phone, but it still showed 2nd place for race 2, so there might be an IT issue, because when I checked
again on a computer the updated results show up, which is UFD. I have screenshots as evidence. This is to help the organizers
check and find the issue with the IT systems.] 

At the start of race 2 for ILCA 7 and Radial I was involved in an incident with a port tack Laser Radial interfering with my start, me
having to avoid her. I would like to review the staring video please, for this purpose, as my result was changed from 2nd to UFD 1
day after the race, and also as there was an incident with a breach of Rule 10 and a possible breach of Rule 2. I respectfully ask
the Race Office to let me review the video for this purpose.



Results at 13h24m on 22 Nov from Phone.jpg 269 KB



Printed at 25 May 17:38

Results at 13h20m viewed on computer.jpg 653 KB

Witnesses:
Race Office - Please let me review the video recording of the start of race #2.

Response:
The race officer checked and there's no change in outcome. UFD during race 2.
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